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To the Board of Park Commissioners of the City

of Council Bluffs:

Gentlemen :—

At your request I have spent several days looking over

the park possessions of Council Bluffs. During this period I

have considered also the park system which, in my judgment,

the city ought to have. This was in accordance with your

commission, that I point out deficiencies and outline to you

the completed park system which the citizens should keep

before their minds.

The city is fortunate in the possession of a Park Board

which has so high a conception of its duty to the public, and

so conscientious a regard for their city's future development,

as to authorize such a study. Aside from the personal pleas

ure of contact with the commissioners, I esteem it an honor to

have had the opportunity to assist them.

It seems to me that there are six general principles which

almost anyone would be ready to accept, as properly govern

ing the selection of park lands for Council Bluffs. They are

as follows:

1. Some of the best typical scenery should be preserved.

2. The parks should be so distributed as to serve all parts

of the community.

3. Their location, and to such extent as practicable their

size, should anticipate the city's growth.

4. Other things being equal, lands which are not of great

value for building should be selected.

5. The parks should invite use, in the sense of performing

an active social service. They should be created sparingly,

if at all, for purely aesthetic purposes.

6. There must be due regard for financial limitations.

Measured by the test of these principles, Council Bluffs

has already park possessions of extraordinary merit. In Fair-

mount and Dodge Parks, some of the best typical scenery of

the locality is preserved, through their utilization of the two

dominant, and well contrasted, topographical characteristics—

the bluffs and the river. The large parks are also dis

tributed so as to serve the different parts of the city—Fair
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mount on the east, Dodge on the west; Lakeview Park on the

north, and far to the south, Island park. The latter, to be

sure, is a long distance from town, but so completely do the

Union Pacific Transfer Grounds bound the city on the south,

that there is only a comparatively small area from Fourteenth

to Fourth streets—in which the city can extend in a southerly

direction. Even there, growth is hampered by a net work of

grade crossings, so that in the southern portion of the city

actually no part of the present built up area is more than a

mile's radius from the corner of Fairmount park.

The geographical distribution of the present parks antici

pates the growth of the city in any direction. Should the in

crease in population be east, west, north or south, there is avail

able a large park acreage. To a remarkable extent, the park

lands that have been secured include land thpt had not been

coveted for building operations; and so carefully have the

city's financial limitations been considered, that Council Bluffs,

with its relatively large park acreage, does not owe a dollar

in park bonds and has hardly felt the small expenditures that

have been made.

With so much to its credit, what are the deficiencies of

the park system to which I can point? With reference to

principle five, concerning the use of the parks, I shall take

occasion to speak further ; meanwhile, there are certain things

which may be done to better adjust the parks to the ideal

system that must be in our minds.

I will divide my discussion under four general heads :

A—The large parks; B—The small parks; C—The park con

nections ; D—Miscellaneous and conclusion.

A.—THE LARGE PARKS

1.—Dodge Park:

Pending the preparation of detailed plans for the develop

ment of Nathan P. Dodge Park, there is need for little more

than congratulation on the city's acquirement of so consider

able an acreage, having such potential usefulness and such

strategic location. The proposed use of the level ground north

of Broadway for an athletic field is wise; and the levee drive

which, following the course of the river, skirts -the tract's

west side, is bound to be a feature of great interest and attrac

tiveness, both to those who use it and to passengers on the
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overland trains. In contrasting the water fronts of Omaha

and Council Bluffs, as they must inevitably do, travelers will

certainly receive in future a most favorable impression of

Council Bluffs.

My suggestions in regard to this park are that in the

preparation of the detailed plans, there should be arranged a

return loop drive on the easterly side of that part of the park

south of Broadway, so that persons driving along the levee

may, if they desire, circle this section of the park, and instead

of leaving the drive at the extension of Ninth avenue, may, if

they wish, continue around to strike Broadway again. Natur

ally, this easterly part of the drive will not need to be raised

on an embankment, but will blend into the park picture.

Another suggestion I would make here is to point out the

desirability of securing, while it can be done easily and at low

cost, the tract between the present south line of the park and

the southern section of the levee drive. This is needed, not so

much to increase the efficiency of the park, as to insure against

a possible future spoliation of the southern part of the drive.

With the levee protecting all that part of the tract from

danger of inundation, it is not difficult to imagine the tract's

building up with cheap houses. Quite possibly there would be

such shacks as may now be seen just south of the Broadway

bridge; or, if the drive proves popular—as we may expect it

will—this left-over gore will be an admirable site for bill

boards, visible from both the drive and the trains. A de

velopment of either kind must so greatly lessen the value of

the levee drive and of the park, on which the city is investing

a considerable sum, that insurance against it would seem a

common sense investment. It may be said that under present

ownership there is little danger, but as Park Commissioners

you have to anticipate the changes which time is sure to

bring. Incidentally, the ownership of this tract by the Park

Board would greatly facilitate the construction of the sug

gested return loop of the drive, and it is a good rule in the

acquisition of park lands to make each separate holding con

stitute the whole of a landscape unit. By swinging your drive

to the south to meet the Ninth avenue extension, instead of

turning it at the south line of your park property, you have

created a landscape unit which includes that tract.
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On the park land north of Broadway, I think that you

would do well to install your proposed swimming pool, rather

than on the waterworks property further east, on Broadway.

It would be a great convenience in connection with the

athletic field; and you would be able by screening it with

heavy planting to use a very much cheaper form of construc

tion than would be possible on one of the conspicuous blocks

bordering the main highway to Omaha. In addition to this

saving in construction cost, which might easily be fifty per

cent, or more, there is an obvious economy of administration

in concentrating as many such features as possible. The at

tendant at the swimming pool could be caretaker and director

of the athletic field. Along with all this, however, and cer

tainly of equal moment, is the increased convenience to

patrons.

2.—Fairmount Park:

In Fairmount Park you have a second great park asset.

These two really great park opportunities—Dodge and Fair-

mount—so close to the population, of such strikingly con

trasted character, and each so well fitted by nature to meet

the social needs of its neighborhood—are possessions of which

any city in the world might be very proud, and which, if

properly developed, may give fame to Council Bluffs. The

very splendor of the opportunity imposes an obligation to do

the utmost for them, and should give you courage to do more

in the way of rectifying boundaries and providing suitable

entrances than might otherwise seem advisable. You have to

realize, too, that as the city increases in population, and as

the parks grow in attractiveness, they will be more and more

used, so " that the acreage which seems ample today may

soon prove insufficient. W.hen that time comes, additions to

these parks will probably be impossible.

This condition applies particularly to Fairmount Park,

situated in part only a half dozen blocks from the business

section, and with the most populous residence district of the

city pressing it on the north. Moreover, such is the topogra

phy and natural character of picturesque and rugged Fair-

mount, that it will not stand much crowding. With congestion

would come danger of serious accident, and with congestion

also the special charm of the park would depart. There are
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three things in particular which, it seems to me, Fairmount

needs, if Council Bluffs is to have a model park system. These

are extension of area, improved entrances, and some changes

in interior development. As I have said, the citizens ought

to feel that in Fairmount they have something for which they

cannot do too much.

I will take up the three needs in the order named.

a. Extensions:—Comparatively little can be done in ex

tending the park toward the population—the direction in

which extensions count for most. I would, however, be glad

to see the top of the ridge north of the park, between Graham

and Park avenues, added to its area. This adjoins the

park so directly and evenly that one can pass out on

this ridge, from the park drive near the pump house, on

even grade. At the point where a cut has been made, the

drive might be carried down the hillside to connect with the

short street that leads to Park avenue. This large, level cut

would furnish an admirable place for tennis courts, con

veniently accessible from many homes and so located as not

to intrude in the park picture. North of the cut, to the end

of the ridge, there might be a footpath with seats at intervals.

As it is unnecessary to secure more of the slope on either side

than is sufficient to safeguard the park-like character of the

summit, the cost of this considerable and valuable addition

should be very little.

But of much more importance as a park extension is the

fine wooded land west of the city reservoir, on the most west

erly of the ridges that extend north from the park. Here

there is ridge, valley and wooded slope, a natural part of

the landscape unit, increasing the park's nearness and acces

sibility, and adding greatly to its beauty. Here the takings

should extend to the bottom of the west hill. No drives need

be put through this property. It would provide a lovely and

romantic spur and vale, whence automobiles and carriages

might ' well be excluded. Fairmount Park should provide

more than it does for those who do not ride. Thus, while

this tract might cost more to acquire, its development would

cost almost nothing.

Similarly an extension southward, on the ridge that lies

west of Fairmount avenue and which commands so superb a



view., would be desirable. Here again the ridge extends out

so naturally and evenly, from the point where the drive along

the west summit turns to descend the hill, that a path has

been already worn to the end. And here again, the footpath,

with some benches at its terminus, is all that is necessary.

The time may come when these ridge extensions which

are so natural a part of Fairmount Park, and which might

do much to relieve further overcrowding, will be hard to get.

Of the importance of publicly owning as much as possible of

the first range of bluffs, which bounds the very center of the

city, there is hardly need to speak. The billboards that have

already risen on the bluffs further south, dominating much of

the city, are sufficient evidence of it. Such ownership is the

only certain insurance against a defacement that must greatly

affect the views from down-town streets ; and it brings nearer

to the bulk of the people the opportunity to enjoy that won

derful natural feature to which the city's very name is due.

b. • Entrances :—Fairmount, considering its community

value, is deficient in its entrances. This is true from the

standpoints of efficiency and convenience, and of scenic effec

tiveness. The first consideration requires, particularly, more

and better entrances for pedestrians. There is no reason why

practically every street which dead-ends at the park should

not have its footpath entrance. Easy steps should carry one

up steep banks, and winding paths should lure one pleasantly

over the ridges. It is best to have nothing elaborate or

costly about this work. A few steps cut roughly into the

bank now and then, a brief stretch of handrail as an aid at

difficult places, and a path that offers in itself an attractive

ramble, without too obvious and serious an intent to reach a

certain point—these things would do much to overcome the

present local objection that Fairmount Park is inaccessible,

and would give to it the precious park quality of "neighbor

hood value" for all the people within a mile's radius. Con

sideration of the nearness of Fairmount Park to the homes and

business section ought to suggest that its most useful develop

ment would be not as a park for driving—which is the side

that has had most of the emphasis thus far—but as a park for

walking. Unquestionably, numerous, safe, and easy foot-path

entrances would popularize the park.
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With regard to the entrances for driving, I believe

(though I have had no opportunity to make surveys) that at

Ninth avenue there can be made an entrance much more direct

and attractive than at Tenth. This would cut off the present

long loop with its two dangerous curves. An extension of

Worth street, along the foot of the bank—now blockaded by

only one old frame house—would bring another street to the

same entrance, and one of special value owing to its diagonal

direction toward the city. This new entrance would thus

become, from down town, the main entrance to Fairmount

Park.

From the residence district there are two main entrances,

that which the street cars use being reached first. It was an

admirable idea to get the street cars into Fairmount Park

and once inside park territory the matter has been excellently

handled. But the four hundred feet or so, from Graham

avenue to the park line, is very unworthy the importance of

the park and of this approach to it. In a shifty apologetic

way the route squeezes between and back of small houses,

giving to the stranger the impression that he is getting into

somebody's vegetable garden, or else is trespassing on the rail

road's right-of-way. It would seem worth while, since it can

now be done at such little cost, to make this a really good En

trance. By purchasing the two lots south of the entrance, and

a bit of the bank behind them, we would not merely get an ad

ditional breadth of a hundred feet and reach in the high bank

a natural barrier, but we would be able to swing the railroad

track to the south side of the entrance—so eliminating the

crossing of the tracks and making it possible to so screen

them with a belt of ornamental planting, extending, from

Graham avenue to the railroad's cut, that they would not be

seen at all. Then we should have only a beautiful entrance,

with a drive and walk. Moreover, it would be possible to

change the awkward angle of the present entrance into a

graceful curve. This, it seems to me, is the least that should

be done here, and it is very important. A still further im

provement would be made if one or two lots north of the

entrance were also bought. This would not only increase the

total breadth at the entrance to two hundred or two hundred

and fifty feet, giving an opportunity for ornamental planting,

but it would do away with any need for the right angled
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turn into Graham avenue. An incidental but notable advan

tage of this would be the resulting improvement in the street

vista.

The other principal entrance from the residence district

is further south on Graham avenue, apparently—though not

actually—at the point where the roads fork, the avenue con

tinuing a hundred feet wide through the valley, and a park

drive slowly mounting the hill. Conditions at this point are

not such that further improvements are very necessary.

For a long time plans have been under consideration, I

am told, for an entrance at the northwest corner of the tract.

This would certainly be a convenient point of access, if an

easy road can be arranged. But the betterment of the several

entrances already possessed seems to me of more importance

if there must be a choice.

c. Interior Changes:—With regard to changes in the

park's interior development, I hesitate to speak, for it is essen

tial that there be worked out for each park a carefully studied

detailed plan. This should be secured, even if there be no

immediate idea of carrying out the plans. Some little im

provement is sure to take place from year to year, and what

ever is done ought to be a step toward the realization of the

final, complete scheme. No one would think of permitting

the construction of a hundred thousand dollar city hall with

out an architect's plan. Yet the development of a splendid

city park, which may be worth much more than that, proceeds

without any definite final plan. In the case of the city hall, a

misplaced window or a poorly located partition could be

changed in a day. In the case of the park a single tree which

is unwisely removed or unfortunately placed may require a

period of twenty-five years for the correction of the mistake.

The development of parks is, then, no matter to be carelessly

undertaken.

Yet there, are a few things which I feel compelled to

speak of because I know the just pride which all the Commis

sioners take in the park, and their wish to have it realize its

full possibilities to the greatest practicable extent even before

detailed plans are made. These have to do mainly with what

may be called the entrance valley, extending from the car

loop to the cottage. This should strike the keynote of the
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park. What is the real keynote? Is it not the natural beauty

of the hills ; the romance of wooded valleys and the inspiration

of far views ; the restfulness of nature and space as contrasted

with city conditions—are not those the things that make

Fairmount Park worth while, and dear to the people? In

Council Bluffs the words, "I will lift up mine eyes unto.. the

hills, from which cometh my help" should have a special

meaning in reference to Fairmount Park.

In my judgment, this valley should be made as open, and

kept as free from obstructions of every kind, as possible.

When it becomes practicable for the Park Board to replace the

buildings, which they have from time to time erected there

for the convenience and pleasure of the public, the new struc

tures should be placed as inconspicuously as possible, and

should be of an architectural style in keeping with their

surroundings.

Doubtless it is necessary that there be a band stand, but

if it were placed in the draw that enters the valley on the

east, it would be in a natural amphitheatre—a sort of vale

of music—and we would be enabled to get the disfiguring

benches off the slopes of the entrance valley. With absolutely

no loss of convenience, and with much less disturbance from

cars and passing crowds, music lovers would be better taken

care of and the entrance valley would be saved one discordant

feature.

A zoo is undoubtedly popular; but so small a park as

Fairmount is not well adapted for its housing. In any case,

the buildings in a natural park should be made as inconspic

uous as possible.

On the summit of the highest hill, the reservoir should

be screened by plantings and its cover made inconspicuous ;

and on the various drives there is need of cutting back the

points to ease dangerously sharp turns; and of gently sloping

many a cut so that its grim clay wall may be green with vege

tation and that one may see whether the road ahead be clear.

Over many of the cuts, vines may be induced to hang.

I have given a good deal of space to Fairmount Park,

because it is naturally. so fine and in the future must mean so

much to the city; and because I felt sure of the Commissioners'

wish to make the very most of it. In many respects they have

done extraordinarily well, with the little money at their dis
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posal and without the help of a complete plan. If this report

does nothing else than convince the public of the worthwhile-

ness of authorizing complete plans, expertly made, for Dodge

and Fairmount, and of giving to the Commissioners the money

with which to make the changes here recommended, and that

will enable them to carry out—at least in part—the final de

velopment plans, it will have done a great service to the city.

For Council Bluffs is now in the position of a landowner,

whose valuable tract—unmortgaged—needs only a compara

tively small investment in improvements to bring him an

income which will keep him in comfort, and even in luxury,

to the end of his days and at the same time provide royally

for his children. Business sense would suggest that there be

no hesitation in making the improvements.

3.—Lakeview and Island Parks :

As to Lakeview and Island Parks, I shall dismiss them

with a word. For it seems to me that there is no particular

hurry about their development beyond linking them into the

park drives, of which I shall speak later. Island Park can be

reached only by those who ride or drive; and Lakeview 's de

velopment must wait, in part at least, on the plans of the

Illinois Central with reference to the crossing of the lake.

This park also is not readily accessible except by driving,

and with the considerable amount of money which the city

can spend to great immediate advantage, on the close-in parks

and their connections, I am confident that it is best to concen

trate most of the effort where results will bring prompt and

more general benefits. Lakeview and Island Parks, except

for their value as attractions of the park drive, should for the

present, therefore, be considered as investments from which

substantial returns are not now to be expected. By adopting

this policy, the city will be able to do much more, than it

otherwise could, toward bringing "inside" park properties up

to maximum efficiency. .

Because Lakeview and Island Parks have thus the nature

of future reserves, which may be availed of when the need

arises, Council Bluffs is in the unusual and enviable position

of requiring no more large parks. This fact should make very

easy the purchase of the small additions that we have seen
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are needed to rectify boundaries, and improve entrances, and

which perhaps we shall see are necessary to supplement exist

ing small parks.

B.—THE SMALL PARKS

I come now to a consideration of the small parks—those

areas whose importance in the park complement of a city is so

out of proportion to their limited acreage. Council Bluffs is

fortunate in possessing several.

Bayliss, occupying a square almost in the center of the

business district, is already becoming the nucleus of a civic

center. With its central fountain, diagonal paths, and well

kept lawn shaded by elms, it is reminiscent of that most

charming of town features—the New England Common. Some

work could be done to advantage on its trees ; but on the

whole Bayliss Park is so nearly what it best can be, in its

location, that I shall make no further comment—except to

commend the resistance which has thus far kept other struc

tures than the fountain out of Bayliss Park.

Cochran Park, about a mile west, between First and Sec

ond avenues, and Pacific and Twenty-second streets, is similar

in a general way to Bayliss—but less good, and with its de

velopment less well fitted to serve its neighborhood. Persons

living near Cochran Park are further from any large park

than is any other considerable body of Council Bluffs citizens,

and therefore may well expect something worth while done

for them on this park land which the city already so fortun

ately owns. The reservation of a portion of the park as a

playground for the children may be hardly necessary in view

of the large school grounds diagonally across the street. The

screening of the public comfort station and the supplementing

of the walks and seats with a good planting of ornamental

shrubs, so placed that it may be possible to sit in the park

and forget that the sights and dirt of the city are only a few

feet away,—these improvements, inexpensive though they are,

would make Cochran Park a much greater source of pleasure

to its neighborhood.

Macrae Park is only a triangle of turf fenced in by gas

pipe. Clumps of shrubbery in the corners would probably

make the fence unnecessary, and in so doing would aid con

siderably—both positively and negatively—to the aesthetic

value of the park. And that is the only value it can have.
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Lincoln Park, commemorating an historic event with

effective balustrade and a small shaft, has its other main value

in preserving a fine outlook point—a value that is very real

and estimable.

Prospect occupies a hillside in a neighborhood still so

sparsely settled that the park's undeveloped condition may

well await more urgent local needs.

Graham, situated in the hills north of Lincoln avenue, and

Cook, on the slopes across an intervening ridge, possess a

natural picturesqueness that must make beautiful park de

velopment an easy and inexpensive undertaking. Landscape

plans should be secured for this work, for coupled with the

extraordinary natural beauty of the tracts is the fact that

they are in a high class section where good work is far more

important than is haste.

This completes the list of Council Bluffs' small parks.

Considering the area which the city covers, the list is not quite

long enough. Happily, there may be found a good deal of

vacant land, and property values are still low, so that addi

tional neighborhood parks can now be placed where they are

needed at no prohibitive expense. It is to be remembered in

this connection that there are no large parks to buy, and that

Council Bluffs now has not a dollar of park indebtedness. A

very moderate loan, therefore, would make possible the imme

diate purchase of the lands needed to complete an ideal park

system ; and it is no more than fair to let posterity, which will

get the greatest benefit from the parks, have some small share

in paying for them. In fact, there is no question that posterity

would be willing to do so, and it may be doubted whether the

present generation has a moral right to deny it the privilege

of having a well rounded system. Refusal to buy the lands

needed and now available, might well amount to such a denial;

and it would be evidence of far wiser and kinder forethought

to buy the lands while they can be obtained, and charge the

bill to posterity, than to buy only what can today be paid for.

The section of the city where there probably is most

need for a neighborhood park, is that portion of the Fourth

Ward which lies south of the railroads. It is not a large sec

tion, and I have remarked that it is not far in a straight line

from Fairmount Park. But there is no straight line available

to the park, the route which the street car follows in going to
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the park is long and very roundabout as respects this section,

and the great number of grade crossings so isolate this part

of town that it needs, to an exceptional extent, to be self-con

tained. There really is now no place where the considerable

population of that section can meet pleasantly out-of-doors,

for social neighborhood intercourse, finding, as ex-President

Eliot of Harvard once expressed the need, "fresh air and

shade and decent surroundings for their hours of sociability,

and safe playgrounds for the children, and fresh nurseries for

the babies."

The Park Commission should endeavor to provide such a

place. The exact block on which it will be located does not

greatly matter. That marked on the map happened to be

vacant at the time of my visit and seemed well situated. For

tunately, the schoolyard (Twentieth and Twenty-first avenues,

and Ninth and Tenth streets) is large, and until an increase

in the size of the school building has absorbed a great deal

more of the ground than it does today, this space may be

profitably utilized for the children's playground, allowing the

neighborhood park to be developed for the pleasure of adults,

as was proposed for Cochran.

It has been suggested that the two blocks belonging to

the waterworks, and not used by them, between Broadway and

First avenue, west of Thirty-fifth, might be made into a park.

As such conspicuously located city property, they certainly

ought to be improved; but in view of the park plans for

Dodge Park, only two or three blocks beyond, the Park Com

mission has no important social need to satisfy by means of

these. I should think the waterworks department might itself

better put these grounds in order, unless the development of

Dodge Park is to be delayed.

Ultimately, a neighborhood park is likely to be required

in the Sixth Ward, and hence it is shown on the map. But

there is no present necessity for it. It is indicated because of

the recognition that with the closer settlement, which will

create the need for it, will come the establishment of higher

prices ; and that if the additional park lands required for a

complete system are to be bought by a bond issue, it is easier

to include all the requirements at once, than to vote on the

question piece-meal, year after year. Moreover, the bonds are
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more likely to carry if all neighborhoods are considered with

fair equality.

On the bluffs, above High School avenue, the city still

owns the site of the old high school—a tract of four or five

acres. It is a wonderful location, which steps would make easy

to reach, and some future day perhaps, if the whole ridge has

been secured, a foot-bridge over the cut of Fifth avenue may

connect it with the park. But for the present, it is enough to

make it accessible from the surrounding streets; and on this

wonderful viewpoint, which the city already owns and which

is simply going to waste because unused, to build an outlook

pavilion. The tract's two levels invite, indeed, two outlooks

and make the easier its accessibility. It should be put in

charge of the Park Commission with instructions to make it

useful to the people.

I have spoken of creating real playgrounds—equipped

and properly supervised—on the comparatively large yards

of the schools on Second avenue and Twenty-third street and

Twentieth avenue and Tenth street. The same should be done

at the Third Avenue school, and wherever schoolyards are

large enough to permit it. While these playgrounds would

greatly aid in solving the recreation problem, they need not

necessarily be a charge upon the Park Commission. There are

some considerations which make it better that the school board

be responsible—as it has been made in many cities ; or that

there be a separate board, especially if the playground funds

are to be provided by public subscription, as they usually have

to be at the starting of the work.

But when this has been said, I have suggested all the

small—in fact, all the parks of any kind—which it seems to

me that Council Bluffs requires to secure the units of a park

system that would be practically ideal, considering the city's

present size, its special needs and opportunities and its prob

able future. It can hardly be expected that the residents of

the city will appreciate how extraordinary it is that an ideal

system—not for today alone, but for many years to come—

is within their grasp, at so little expenditure. But it is a

thought that, if appreciated, should rouse their civic pride

and fire them with enthusiasm. When to this fact there is

added the second fact, hardly less remarkable, that 'the city

has now not a dollar of park indebtedness, it should be easy to
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secure approval of a park loan that will be sufficient to buy

the properties yet needed and to put in order for effective

service so much of the parks as the city now requires.

For the parks are still very deficient in their service. If

there are few cities so well supplied with park tracts, there

are few that are getting so little profit, relatively, out of what

they have. This is not wholly the fault of the Park Com

missioners. They have had so little money that they could

not both acquire and improve; nor, were all their money put

in to the items only of maintenance and improvements, could

much be done with sixty cents per year per acre ! What could

any citizen do on his home grounds at that rate—a cent and a

quarter a month for a quarter acre lot ? ■ When Council Bluffs

does more for its parks, it will be doing much more for itself.

C—THE PARK CONNECTIONS.

I said that Council Bluffs was in sight of having the units

of an ideal park system. That is not quite the same as having

an ideal system. Until the units are suitably connected, they

hardly constitute a system at all. But the connecting park

ways and boulevards will not be difficult to arrange.

Suppose we begin at the Broadway bridge, as the portal

of the city. Turning south, through Dodge Park, the levee

drive would bring us, as planned, to Ninth avenue. My judg

ment is that it will be better to proceed to Eighth, making

that the link to Fairmount Park—or to town. The western

end of Eighth has not yet been built, so that for most of the

distance you have a free hand. It is platted at sixty feet; but

perhaps, in view of such use, the property on either side would

be willing to add ten feet, making it eighty. At all events,

you can by ordinance establish a front building line, so that

all the houses or other structures shall be set back a certain

number of feet from the street ; you can secure good, uniform

tree planting, and you have no such column of poles to spoil

your street vista as on Ninth, nor the existence, or probability,

of industrial plants ; nor such proximity of railroads. And,

finally, the street can be formally set aside for boulevard pur

poses, with all heavy teaming restricted from the use of it,

as Ninth avenue never could be.

At Main street, Eighth avenue ceases; but a very slight

jog brings one into Worth street, which proceeds in a diagonal
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direction straight toward Fairmount Park. There is nothing

now of any importance that would prevent cutting off the

south corner of Worth street at Main, so that one might sweep

into it from Eighth avenue almost unconscious of the jog.

The north corner is vacant, except for billboards. If that also

were rounded, facilitating entrance from the business section,

there would be space at Worth's widened intersection with

Main for a center treatment that would suitably indicate the

beginning of the park approach. For Worth street, as I said

in discussing the entrances to Fairmount Park, should be car

ried on to connect with the proposed new entrance at Ninth

avenue. So from Dodge to Fairmount, we have the possibility

of a fine boulevard connection.

Fairmount, as the most centrally located of the large

parks, might well be made the goal, or starting point, of

several drives.

To the south, it might be possible—in the subdivision of

property still held in acreage—to secure a ridge drive that

would bring one back to town, and down to town level, about

the corner of Graham avenue and High street. Crossing Gra

ham avenue at the park to the high park lands on the east of

the avenue, there is reached an even ridge, commanding fine

views and plenty wide for a handsome drive. This swings

around the long semi-circle that encloses the Graham avenue

valley.

South from Fairmount, or, rather, south from Eighth

avenue by Eleventh, or other convenient street, we may make

the drive to Manawa and thence to Island Park. A return—

or going—loop of exceptional attractiveness is offered by an

existing road that follows the foothills in a long semi-circle.

But all this is far outside the city limits and the development

or maintenance of these drives cannot now be undertaken by

the Park Commission.

Another drive of much interest, which could be connected

up with Fairmount Park, would proceed over still almost un

platted high lands in a northeasterly direction, through beau

tiful woodland west and east of Lincoln avenue, dipping down

to the avenue and rising again on the other side. Thence it

would pass Graham Park and on over the ridge to descend at

McPherson avenue.
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Even such drives as this, though of great scenic possibili

ties, are not necessarily, as I have said, for the Park Commis

sion to create. A combination of the interests of automobile

owners and land owners may be enough to secure the addition

to the attractiveness of Council Bluffs which would be made

by such drives, and by longer ones far into the country. The

people are now beginning to appreciate the beauty of the hills

for residence and the automobile is doing much to make prac

ticable an indulgence of the appreciation. The Secretary of

the Park Commission has done a very great service to the

community in studying out and mapping these routes—a serv

ice which someday is sure to be highly valued.

But the finest scenic drive of all, would not connect with

Fairmount Park except by city streets. Coming from the cen

ter of town, one would climb to the higher level either on

the street at the south side of Fairview Cemetery, or by one

of the new drives—platted but not yet built—in the Rohrer

addition. In the first case, one would turn north at the

cemetery's east line, and then at the cemetery's north line

would turn northwestward, along the ridge. There is enough

undulation on the summit to make a little grading occasionally

necessary and to add something to the interest of the drive,

but not enough to render the work expensive or difficult at

any point. The Rohrer drive is shortly reached, and the

road would continue on, in the same general direction, with

wonderful charm of scenery, until opposite Lakeview Park.

A well marked path indicates that many people of Council

Bluffs already know the beauties of this scenic trail and at

the same time testifies to its easiness. At the north end, the

bluff ceases in almost sheer precipice, so that a descent along

one of the side valleys would have to begin a little earlier.

This descent, whether practicable on the west side, or requir

ing the use of the east side and detour around the base of the

bluff by the lovely existing road, would bring one into Lake-

view Park. The park road would take one through the park

to the levee drive, and thence along the river bank back to

Dodge Park, with contrasts of scenery that should make

famous the drive and the city possessing it. The value of this

last drive to the park system, by its linking up of parks and

town, suggests that in this case the Park Commission might

well lend a hand in the maintenance at least of the drive, if

the land for it be given.
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D.—CONCLUSION

There is temptation, in closing this report on the park

system of Council Bluffs, to speak of one or two other mat

ters that are closely germane.

Broadway will become more and more distinctly a traffic

highway. While it is fitting, even necessary, to develop it as

attractively as possible, I think that all the special emphasis of

a park approach should be put on Eighth avenue, with its

better promise, and on the levee drive to the north.

The proposed purchase, by public subscription, of the

triangle at Main and Pearl streets has of course my sympathy.

It is interesting to note how this improvement would add to

the importance and dignity of the suggested Worth street ap

proach to Fairmount Park, especially if the corner of 'Worth

and Main be rounded. Prom Broadway and Pearl street, one

would pass, in quick succession, Bayliss Park, the improved

triangle, and the parked entrance into Worth street—a fitting

introduction to the park.

Should the City Council place the street trees of the city

in charge of the Park Commission, as it proposed doing at

the time of my visit, action should be taken that will give to

the Commission a right to levy on the abutting property the

cost of street tree work—whether planting, removing or trim

ming. This is a power very commonly, and jtfstly, given when

the burden of street tree care is placed upon Park Commis

sions.

The use of the parks, which is to say the pleasure and

benefit they will give, can be considerably increased by the

Commission's institution of special occasions. These need not

involve much expense. Suppose, for instance, that there be a

kite flying day on Fairmount bluffs—what a day that would

be for the boys! The three or four prizes—which merchants

would readily donate—would be minor considerations com

pared to the honor of flying the highest kite, or the heaviest

kite, in Council Bluffs. Or suppose there be a regatta for

miniature yachts at Big Lake ; or a musical festival some

evening, when a singing society—or perhaps the massed choirs

of the city churches—would supplement the music of the band.

There are many things that can be done to promote the popu

larity of parks, and the better known they are the more they
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are appreciated and the easier it is to secure the means for

their further improvement.

In this connection it may be well to point aut that it is

as fine an evidence of public spirit, and sometimes as genuine

a public benefaction, to give an improvement to a park—or

to give the means to make it—as it is to give park lands.

Council Bluffs has been fortunate in having generous citizens

to do the latter, and it is to be hoped that more gifts of a

like kind will follow—now that the city's park needs are defin

itely determined. But those who cannot afford to give the

relatively large sums which the presentation of land involves,

may yet do much for their city by benefactions which make

immediately practicable some improvement for which the

parks would otherwise wait long. Until the city can make

more generous municipal appropriations, there is great need

of such private aid.

My attention was called to the disgraceful condition of

nearly all the triangles on either side of diagonal Union

avenue, by which tens of thousands of travelers, passing

through Council Bluffs, form an unjust opinion of the city.

In any scheme of civic improvement, this half mile stretcli

would certainly have to be taken care of. The property would

not be expensive to buy, but owing to the size and shape of

the plats about the only use that could be made of it wouhl

be for ornamental planting. This must fail of its purpose

unless kept in first-class condition, and that means—along

feide of a much traveled railroad—a good deal of care. Thus

in figuring the cost of the improvement, a capitalization of

the annual maintenance charge is to be added to the invest

ment in the property; and with the further reflection that the

tract can perform no substantial social service, since it is cut

into such small units by the many streets, there may be ques

tion as to whether the duty falls necessarily upon the Park

Commission. That Commission has need for much more than

its present limited budget in developing the usefulness of

existing parks. The planting of an evergreen hedge—as of

spruce—on either side of the tracks would be a cheaper way

of handling the problem. It is to be hoped that the public

spirit of Council Bluffs will find some way of improving con

ditions without taxing'the already overburdened park budget.
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I have before me a booklet describing Iowa as "the cen

ter of the greatest wealth-producing section in the world;"

and Council Bluffs, the converging point of nine great trunk

line railroads—having a freight train every eleven minutes,

and a passenger train every eight—as one of the most remark

able distributing points that has ever been developed. I have

found here park opportunities and possessions of exceptional

value, and not an outstanding dollar of park indebtedness.

But the people are spending for their parks, including sums

received from concessions, a bare forty cents per capita in a

year. In my judgment they are starving themselves.

We hear much about the beauty and attractiveness of

foreign cities and wonder why those of America are not as

fine. Certainly Council Bluffs does not lack the natural op

portunities to equal any of them. But the foreign cities do

not get their beauty for nothing. Dusseldorf, which is now

considered one of the most beautiful—though it is a manu

facturing town—and which because of the special beauty of

its parks has been growing by leaps and bounds, has a per

capita city debt of about $100. Council Bluffs has one, for

purposes of all kinds, of only a few cents. This condition

shows lack of courage and faith in its own future—things

which it is almost inexcusable for an American city, situated

like Council Bluffs, to want. Suppose the city had a debt of

five dollars per capita, carrying five per cent and funded for

fifty years. The per capita charge for interest and for a

sinking fund that would pay off the whole debt at maturity

would be less than three cents a month ! Of course in fact the

increase in property values would far more than pay for such

"extravagance," and an increase in population would reduce

the figures to about the vanishing point. Such is the dreaded

burden of a moderate debt.

The Park Commission has been faithful in the wise use of

small sums. In my judgment it has shown that it can be

safely trusted with larger sums.

Respectfully submitted,

CHARLES MULFORD ROBINSON.

December 29, 1913.
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